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This paper analyses the patterns and extent of state power in the war on terror.
The paper argues that the War on Terror has seen important extensions in
state power, which pose challenges not only for globalisation theorists and
advocates of international law, but also theorists of the managerial or limited
state, or those who see the state as over-determined in various ways by societal
mechanisms or actors. Recent analyses, prompted by events in the War on Ter-
ror, have begun to focus on the extent of state power, rather than its perceived
fundamental limits in late modern society. This reflects a need to analyse the
politics and processes of national security. Having made this point, extensions
in state power must be viewed in context and dynamically with regard to their
effect on civil liberties, necessary to avoid a ‘flattened’ a-historical approach
to state power and civil society. The problem of state power will be examined
with regard to the UK and USA. The UK and the USA represent different con-
stitutional arrangements, jurisdictions, legal and administrative intelligence
and law enforcement powers, systems of accountability and political cultures.
However as late modern liberal democracies they also display remarkable
similarities and stand as illuminating examples to contrast structural patterns
of state power, politics and civil society.1 They have also been identified as
representing the evolution of the limited late modern state.

State power in context

The War on Terror provides an interesting context in which to situate debates
on state power, particularly in the light of globalisation theory. Globalisation
theory, in its ‘hard’ form prevalent in the mid 1990s to the turn of the cen-
tury postulated that the solidity of the nation state was being overwhelmed by
a series of economic, political, legal and technological developments. State
power, once construed as the ability of the nation state to order societal re-
lations within a juridically mapped territory, was being fragmented or even
dissolved by the development of the global economy following the fall of
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communism. The prime organisational representations of this movement were
transnational corporations, able to play off nation states against one another
to secure a receptive environment for their operations.2 In political terms
states were being subsumed in the development of regional blocs, which pro-
moted co-operation in trade (EU, NAFTA, APEC).3 Indeed, in legal terms
the development of international economic agreements in these regions was
contemporaneous with international agreements on trade, aid and investment
spurred on by multilateral bodies such as the IMF, World Bank, OECD and
WTO.4 The first Gulf War in 1990 was held to herald the development of a
more rigorous international law with the International Criminal Tribunals in
the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda establishing the principle of supranational
criminal accountability.5

These developments ran parallel with, or indeed, reinforced, other per-
ceived developments – indeed internal contradictions – within the nation state.
From the 1970s theorists had posited a decline in state legitimacy,6 followed
by a retreat of the state from the economic sphere as New Right governments
across the OECD instituted programmes of privatisation and deregulation,
particularly in the area of capital controls.7 States now promised less to their
citizens, particularly as the jurisdiction of the state could not ‘catch up’ with
the mobility of industrial – but particularly financial – capital. State power was
further eroded in practical and ideological terms by the development of civil
society. New Social Movements campaigned on a variety of areas from the
environment to gay and lesbian rights to animal welfare, and states responded
sluggishly to the new social forces, forces which often mirrored transnational
capital and ‘went global’ in their campaigns.8

These developments, as theorised above, clearly affected law, criminology
and criminal justice. In the field of international law it was held that states were
now constrained by the developing regime to which they had signed up via
treaties, but also via the developing notion of international customary law.9 In
strictly domestic terms, influenced by the post-structuralism of Foucault (and
postmodernism) much theory concentrated on the changing notion of state
power and legitimacy in the field of law, public order and crime. ‘Governmen-
tality’ was highly influential, centering on ‘the fragmentation and diffusion of
power, the emergence of new sites of social authority, the deployment of new
technologies and rationalities of rule.’10 States retained power (to a greater
or lesser extent depending on the theorist) but they ‘governed at a distance.’
Elsewhere, in a major analysis, as politicians promised to control crime, and
instituted tough punishments for criminals and the maintenance of public or-
der and associated values they increasingly retreated directly from the sphere
of criminal justice, ‘farming out’ services to the private sector in areas such as
security, prisons and the management of post-release offenders, encouraging
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citizens to take control of their own crime prevention (the ‘responsibilisation’
strategy) and subjecting law enforcement apparatus to businesslike reforms.11

These strands were subject to critique before 9/11. For example, in terms of
economic globalisation, counter examples argued that the nation state was far
from dead, and was in fact a vital matrix without which the internationalisation
of economic activity was impossible.12 In the field of politics the great move-
ment towards regionalised blocs stuttered and decelerated in the EU, NAFTA
and particularly APEC.13 In the field of international law the morass in the
former Yugoslavia undermined the idea of a rigorous structure which could
prevent the escalation of conflicts which clearly breached international le-
gal norms.14 In the field of domestic criminal justice critiques were evident
with regard to the extent of change within the state, particularly when exam-
ined contextually and comparatively.15 In the field of national security and
intelligence studies, scholars engaged with state theory but were implicitly
and explicitly more constrained in the idea of a weakening of the state, or
subsuming it within the notion of ‘governmentality.’16

However, the events of the post 9/11 period have seen the UK and the USA
extend state power domestically in ways which would have been viewed as
inconceivable by many social theorists even a few years previously. Powers of
stop, search, surveillance, arrest, detention and charge have been strengthened
or extended, often beyond Cold War parameters. Data collection and exchange
has been expanded. The Terrorism Act 2000, The Anti-Terrorism Crime and
Security Act 2001 and the Prevention of Terrorism Act 2005 in the UK and the
USA Patriot Act 2001 represent important extensions of state power. Further
the US has extended its power internationally by a combination of hard and
soft techniques17 both via international agreement (the UN sanction of the
bombing of Afghanistan, the development of extradition agreements) but also
in contrast to international regime agreement and allegedly in violation of
international law. The invasion of Iraq is the stark example of hard power, but
this is also seen in the process of ‘extraordinary rendition.’ This context has
led to an academic concern with state power rather than its fundamental (and
paradigmatic) dispersal or dissolution.18 The subsequent sections expand on
these and other themes in the comparative areas dealing with intelligence and
investigation, accountability and non-citizens. These processes demonstrate
the need to ‘bring the state back in’19 and also to re-conceptualise the nature
of state power. The current exercise of state power cannot be captured by
theorists of the distanced or limited state since although these approaches do
certainly conceive of a notion of state power, it is often over-determined by
societal forms and influences, in practice subject to fuzziness as to its presence,
or insufficiently tied to the exercise of political imperatives and processes, in
this case the politics of national security.
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The state and civil society

Whilst there has been an extension of state power in the UK and US it
would be misleading to view this in isolation: the exercise of state power
remains contested ground.20 The use of Patriot Act powers in the US re-
mains relatively constrained. In the UK the Human Rights Act 1998 has
provided an important platform from which the judiciary declared certain
anti-terror legislation in conflict with human rights principles. The criti-
cal opposition has not been restricted to professional groups such as the
American Bar Association, the Law Society and the judiciary. Civil soci-
ety groups have mobilised to place anti terror legislation and other state
practice under forensic analysis. After a period the media has also moved
to critically examine state actions after 9/11. Rather than being in a zero-
sum relationship, extensions of state power may actually mobilise civil so-
ciety in response, creating new networks. Therefore although this article
will argue that state power has been evident following 9/11, this should not
be taken to replace one narrative with another: of unlimited state power.
The exercise of state power remains constrained, contradictory and often
ineffective.

Law, state power and counter terror policy in the USA

State power has been evident in the use of executive power, new legislation
and expanded intelligence agency operations. In terms of the first, follow-
ing the 9/11 attacks Congress passed the Authorisation for Use of Military
Force, vesting powers in the President to prevent attacks on the United States.
Under this authority the National Security Agency’s (NSA) terrorist surveil-
lance program intercepted ‘international communications where experienced
intelligence experts have reason to believe that at least one party to the com-
munication is a member of Al Qaeda or a terrorist organisation affiliated
with Al Qaeda.’ The program has been reauthorised by the President every
45 days. US citizens are also legally available for detention by executive or-
der (exemplified by the detention of Yasser Hamdi, a US citizen captured in
Afghanistan).21

This was followed by the passing of the USA Patriot Act 200122 which had
three main functions: (1) ‘revised counterproductive legal restraints that im-
paired law enforcement’s ability to gather, analyse and share critical terrorism-
related intelligence information’ (2) update Federal law (3) alter criminal law
relating to terrorist offences.23 All these processes have engendered extensive
debate.
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The Patriot Act clearly aims to facilitate intelligence sharing between
law enforcement and national security/intelligence agencies. This distinction
had developed in the 1970s and 1980s significantly as a result of the abuses
that were discovered during those decades involving intelligence and FBI
operatives.24 The Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) 1978 intro-
duced the ‘primary purpose’ standard which stipulated that the collection of
intelligence via electronic (surveillance) or physical (search) means had to be
for foreign intelligence purposes rather than to uncover evidence of a specific
crime25 and that thus this evidence could not be shared with law enforcement
agencies who had to conduct their own surveillance. The FISA court regulated
this. However, sections 203, 218, 504 and 905 of the Act ‘bring down the wall’
between intelligence gathered as part of a national security operation and in-
telligence/evidence gathered as part of a criminal investigation.26 A number
of provisions expand the powers of state agencies to gain data during an inves-
tigation: ss507/508 permit, after a court order, access to educational records
if they contain information related to a terrorist investigation; s210 allows
‘administrative and grand jury subpoenas to obtain information about tem-
porarily assigned network addresses and user billing records from electronic
service providers’ without a court order.27 Though with this the individuals
are of course aware of the request and can challenge it. Section 206 permits
roving wiretaps i.e. attached to a person rather than a specific number;28 s211
allows cable companies to be subject to search warrants, court orders and
subpoenas, whilst section 213 allows ‘sneak and peak’ (i.e. delayed notice)
searches; and s215 allows FISA access to business and other records. The
Act also strengthens criminal law. For example under s805 in the definition
of material support to individuals organisations committing terrorist crimes
and in s373 which strengthens the reverse burden of proof already applied to
individuals accused of supplying funds to terrorists.29

The scope of intelligence gathering has been expanded by other means
than legislative change. A new interagency body, the Terrorist Threat Inte-
gration Centre facilitates information sharing between law enforcement and
intelligence, including the CIA, FBI and Departments of Homeland Secu-
rity, State and Defense. Dataveillance in the form of the CAPPS Computer
Assisted Passenger Screening System uses personal information in govern-
ment and commercial databases to identify airline passengers likely to have
terrorist links, and runs with other data gathering programmes. In terms of
strictly domestic political intelligence gathering, the FBI was restricted by
post-Watergate guidelines which stipulated that the FBI could only spy where
there was evidence of potential Federal criminal activity. These guidelines
were loosened by William French Smith and Louis Freeh in 1983 and 1995
respectively but John Ashcroft in 2002 amended them further to allow the
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FBI to monitor public gatherings, websites, electronic bulletin boards and
obtain information from commercial data mining services without the belief
that there is potential for Federal criminal activity taking place.30

Legislative and administrative change was accompanied by organisa-
tional change, centrally via The Department of Homeland Security and shift-
ing responsibilities between the CIA and FBI.31 In terms of agency oper-
ations the CIA and FBI are working more closely together and have ex-
panded budgets and scope. The expansion of state power has continued
beyond these core organisations. Agencies such as the National Parks Ser-
vice and the Transportation Security Administration have been provided
with new powers or have expanded their existing activities, often supported
by mainstream Federal agencies in their operations.32 This is part of the
process of creating ‘joined up thinking’ which has been evident in both
the USA and UK particularly following 9/11, as Doig discusses in this
volume.

Analysing the scope of state power in the USA

Overall it appears that the post 9/11 period has seen a major extension in state
power. In terms of executive power, the legality of this power is evidently an
issue since it has no specific authorisation. The Bush administration’s legal
argument claims this is implied by the ‘Authorisation for Use of Military
Force’ by which Congress effectively accepted that the US was in a wartime
situation and that the President could employ extraordinary powers to prevent
an attack on US soil.33 Not only have powers been employed against US
citizens in the area of surveillance, extraordinary measures have authorised
the detention of foreign nationals and subjected them to military tribunals.34

The fact that the US is seen as being in an effective wartime situation for the
foreseeable future is an evident and remarkable extension of state power, since
most other jurisdictions would regard the 9/11 attacks, however appalling, as
not constituting an act of war, nor requiring any permanent wartime style
exercise of powers. For example when the British Cabinet narrowly escaped
being blown up by a Provisional Irish Republican Army (PIRA) bomb during
the Conservative Party conference of 1984 the Government did not declare
the PIRA ‘unlawful combatants’ and declare a state of emergency invoking
Civil Defence powers. The exercise of this executive power clearly forces us
to rethink the nature of sovereignty and state power.35

The specific legislative changes in the Patriot Act which ‘bring down the
wall’ and loosen controls on intelligence operations present a risk:
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Intelligence investigations are special, in ways that make them preferable
to the government, but also in ways that make them more dangerous to
liberty than criminal investigations. First, intelligence investigations are
broader. They are not limited by the criminal code. They can investigate
legal activity. In the case of foreign nationals in the United States, they
can focus solely on First Amendment activities. Even in the case of US
persons they can collect information about First Amendment activities. In
this context, the concept of ‘relevance’ has little meaning.36

The lack of this distinction was, it has been argued, one reason permitting
the abuses of the 1950s to the 1970s which culminated in Watergate37 and
critics argue that Ashcroft’s revised guidelines allowing the FBI to conduct
domestic political surveillance of domestic groups engaged in lawful activity
constitutes a partial return to this tactic.38 This fuzziness is apparent at the
state level also.39

However these changes must be disaggregated and examined. A number of
these developments are in fact clearing up and codifying the legal coverage on
a rational basis. For example roving wiretaps are necessary when individuals
change mobiles rapidly, and cable companies are merely being brought into
line with other service providers40 ‘Sneak and peak’ searches were already
used in organised crime, drugs and child pornography cases.41 Thus terrorism
is being brought in line with other areas of specialist investigation which,
since the 1960s, have been subject to change in surveillance and criminal
investigation.42 In this respect it is also important to examine the operation of
the legislation in practice. From 2001 to mid-2005 there were 49 orders under
s206 authorising roving surveillance, and 35 court orders under s215 to obtain
the business or other records of persons related to an ongoing national security
(intelligence or international terrorism) investigation (which in the case of US
citizens cannot be related to First Amendment activities).43 In 2004 1,758
applications for surveillance under FISA were filed (all approved) compared
to 1,012 in 2000.44 One question is the extent to which informal powers
are being used, or co-operation sought, which does not require legislative
authority. According to the Justice Department in 2005, section 215 powers
had not been invoked to obtain library records,45 but a University of Illinois
study found that 178 public libraries had received visits from the FBI46 but
presumably none on a specific statutory basis. Although the FISA Court has
not refused any requests for surveillance the case might be different if the
number of requests rose markedly.

Not only has the Patriot Act been used less than promiscuously, even this
has often been for non-terrorist investigations. The Department of Justice has
produced (unconvincing) public evidence concerning the practical operation
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of the Patriot Act: a number of its examples centre on the way in which
the Act has assisted in investigations into drug trafficking, organised crime
and child pornography. Further, where the argument does centre on terrorism
investigations it is unclear how the Act has actually facilitated investigations
beyond the previous system,47 particularly as critics have pointed out it had
more leeway than the proponents of the Act claim. For example it appeared that
under the Clinton administration the Department of Justice and FBI mislead
the FISA court ‘as to the actual existence of the firewall: information gathered
from intelligence taps was used freely in bringing criminal charges.’48

Thus the Patriot Act is conforming to a pattern, in that the expansion of
state power in the anti-terrorist domain matches other areas which had already
seen the state take specialist powers.49 Whilst specific legislative powers have
been used relatively sparingly, they represent a reservoir of state capability.
Where state power is evident in wider terms is in the area of surveillance,
particularly in terms of general rather than targeted surveillance i.e. done in
volume and not connected to any specific criminal investigation. As men-
tioned, FBI domestic ‘eyeball’ political surveillance has increased as has
‘technical’ surveillance/dataveillance in the form of data gathering and min-
ing. For example, although some technical surveillance programs have been
halted by civil society and Congressional opposition (see below), the US has
apparently continued to develop data mining capacity through the NSA via
keyword, link and other methodologies,50 and major telephone companies
have apparently been providing private phone records to the NSA.51 Else-
where, the Customs Service has access to volume passenger airline data from
foreign carriers under the Aviation and Transportation Security Act 2001.52

Thus state ‘penetration’ i.e. developing information gathering and security
policies53 has increased.

Law, state power and counter terror policy in the UK

This section does not go into detail, since the UK experience has been dealt
with in detail elsewhere in this volume (see Walker, Phythian, Doig and
Sproat). The UK is not a presidential system; powers not have been ex-
tended via executive authority. Rather, the police have been provided with
more power under the relevant legislation, the Terrorism Act 2000, the Anti-
Terrorism Crime and Security Act 2001, the Prevention of Terrorism Act 2005
and the Serious Organised Crime and Police Act 2005. Further, despite calls,
the UK has not undergone substantial organisational change via a new de-
partment. Organisational change was already under way before 9/11 in the
areas of criminal justice (primarily in the form of the creation of the Serious
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and Organised Crime Agency) and national security (better intelligence ex-
change), and this has promoted more joint working rather than radical change,
although this may change in future (see Doig this volume).54 As in the USA a
major increase in surveillance and data sharing has taken place, involving the
de facto creation of a DNA database over the long term and the introduction
of ID cards.

Analysing the scope of state power in the UK

What is interesting for an analysis of state power is that the UK had expanded
anti-terror powers before the 9/11 attacks. What one might term the ‘Hillyard
model’ argues that terror legislation pioneered in Northern Ireland ‘ratcheted
up’ normal criminal law.55 However the security situation in Northern Ire-
land improved markedly with the Belfast Agreement which institutionalised
a peace process in 1998 and was followed by a drop in mainstream paramilitary
activity. Remarkably in this context the government passed the Terrorism Act
2000, which expanded the definition of terrorism, increased police powers in
the areas of stop and search, detention, introduced offences such as supporting
terrorism, wearing or displaying pro-terrorist articles, asset seizure, created
a reverse burden of proof in financial offences and permanently expanded
coverage across the mainland.56

In terms of the legislation employed, s44 of the Terrorism Act provides
wider grounds for stop and search. The rate for the Black/Asian popula-
tion was two to three times higher than for whites. However, numerically
the figures show that under 3,668 Asians were stopped and searched across
the UK in 2003–04 falling to 3494 in 2004–05. Black people were still
more likely to be disproportionately stopped/searched57 What received less
attention but is more pathbreaking in terms of civil liberties is the zon-
ing of whole areas under s45 of the Act – within which the s44 stop and
search is carried out – and the inappropriate use of the powers. From 2001–
2003 there was no part of London which had not been zoned for s44/45
searches. At Heathrow Airport the majority of searches have been under
s44/45. The police used s44/45 powers on mainstream protesters at RAF
Fairford and at Docklands. Subsequently 144 individuals were arrested, of
these 2 were under the Terrorism Act. On appeal the High Court argued
that police use of stop and search powers was lawful, since there was a
threat of terrorism/to national security at that time. However the judgement
indicated that the decision had been ‘a close call,’58 and there have been
other cases where Terrorism powers have been used inappropriately on other
protestors.
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Few stops/searches have led to an arrest, and few arrests have led to con-
viction. However, as with the Patriot Act, it does need to be appreciated that
the law is one part of any anti-terror strategy and cannot be evaluated by
convictions alone. For example, investigations under the Terrorism Act have
not provided evidence for charges but have uncovered evidence of ‘standard’
criminal offences which offer a better chance of conviction. Further, the po-
lice have also employed the Act as a disruption tactic rather than to ensure
criminal convictions. Finally, those cases which have been brought under the
Terrorism Act have been treated with suspicion by the courts.59 However one
would expect that if the Act is to be seen as effective it should be responsible
for a substantial number of charges/convictions which would otherwise not
have taken place.

Subsequent legislation such as the Prevention of Terrorism Act 2005 pro-
vided the state with remarkable powers. In addition, the Government cam-
paign (supported by a clearly political intervention by the higher echelons of
the Metropolitan Police) to extend pre-charge detention for those suspected
of terrorist offences to 90 days was an example of the state accruing power
to itself without specifying how this would actually facilitate an increase in
terrorism convictions. Whilst the 90 day limit was rejected, the 28 day limit
was secured in the Terrorism Act 2006.60 A fundamental change in terms
of policing was apparently, importantly, taken without any rigorous (public)
consultation. An innocent Brazilian, Jean Charles de Menezes, was shot by
anti-terrorist operatives in the London Underground shortly after the 7/7 Lon-
don bombings. The operatives suspected de Menezes was a suicide bomber,
mistaking him for a terrorist suspect who lived in the same flats. This led to
the revelation that a ‘shoot to kill’ policy apparently more stringent than that
in Northern Ireland or Israel (on which the policy was based) on is now in
operation across the UK, having been altered under Operation Kratos.61

In terms of surveillance, as with the Patriot Act this appears limited. In
England, Wales and Scotland, 1,983 warrants were issued in 200362 a figure
including serious crime as well as national security. RIPA made provision
for oversight in the form of reports from an Interception of Communications
Commissioner and Intelligence Services Commissioner. However the reports
will not specify for national security reasons the use of warrants for surveil-
lance issued in terms of foreign intelligence or in Northern Ireland.63 Further,
although surveillance warrants can be issued by the Home Secretary, non war-
rant interceptions can be authorised by senior police officers64 and these are
not specified in terms of numbers. Nor is the use of covert human intelligence
sources. In terms of data storage and exchange, some of this is covered un-
der RIPA 2000, and whilst the Anti-Terrorism Crime and Security Act 2001
provided for the retention of data, much exchange of information has taken
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place under existing arrangements or via new Memoranda of Understanding
between agencies. The extent of this is simply not known. However in terms
of ‘dataveillance,’65 the UK is experiencing a marked advance in state power
in the form of the proposed introduction of ID cards, unsuccessfully opposed
by the House of Lords and the de facto creation of a national DNA database.
Under the Anti Terrorism Crime and Security Act 2001, terrorist suspects
arrested were liable to have their DNA taken and stored whether they were
subsequently charged or not. This was subsequently brought into ‘normal’
criminal law. Following the Serious Organised Crime and Police Act 2005
all offences are arrestable offences, and thus the DNA database is likely to
rapidly expand over the next decade.

Finally, and linked to the above, as in the US, the UK has seen a dissolving
of the intelligence/investigation divide, for example in the form of Control
Orders (see Walker, this volume). These are applied to individuals on the basis
of intelligence presented to special tribunals rather than via a standard judicial
process. Thus, if a person is designated as being involved in terrorism related
activity s/he may be subjected to a non-derogating control order (applied
on the judgement of the Secretary of State) and a more severe derogating
control order (applied by the court following application by the Secretary of
State). Control orders may involve a range of restrictions such as wearing an
electronic tag, refraining from contact with specified individuals or movement
outside a demarcated area, being subject to curfews, house arrest, having
no access to communications, state personnel having access to the person’s
residence at any time and so forth.66 Following the House of Lords judgement
of November 2004, this is now applicable to citizens as well as non citizens.
Whether employed or not (only 18 persons in total including one citizen have
been subjected to control orders) this is a remarkable power for the state to
accrue to itself in peacetime.67

State power and accountability in the USA

Efforts to secure the accountability of agencies involved in the war on terror
have come from a combination of Congress, courts, civil society and the
media. The balance between these actors has varied widely at different times
(and in comparison to the UK). Congress has taken a role in restricting the
executive. The Total Information Awareness program was to be run via the
Department of Defense, and aimed to establish ‘a massive system that is able
to scan, compile and process personal data of all people within and outside
of the US in order to establish patterns, generate hypotheses, reporting and
alerting, and to detect facts and events.’68 This programme was restricted
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by Congress from using information on US citizens, and its lesser putative
successor Terrorism Information Awareness had its funding cut by Congress
in 2003 until proper accountability systems were introduced.69 Further, the
uncritical attitude which extended to the war on terror abroad has not been
extended to domestic national security policies. As Cole points out Congress
and civil society protest have prevented the state power which has been applied
to foreign nationals extending to US citizens.70 However, although Congress
has stymied intrusive programs such as the TIA, without civil society groups
and the media the role of Congress might have been more desultory, and the
post 9/11 period does not appear to have broken the historical mould identified
by Loch Johnson with regard to intelligence: ‘Mostly, however, intelligence
oversight since 1975 has been a story of discontinuous motivation, ad hoc
responses to scandals, and reliance on the initiative of just a few members
of Congress’ in other words an absence of ‘a comprehensive approach to
intelligence review.’71 Indeed, subsequent to the Supreme Court’s decision
(itself relatively limited) to allow habeas corpus applications for prisoners at
Guantanamo, Congress has passed the Detainee Treatment Act under which
the executive has dismissed all such cases,72 and the Patriot Act has been
reapproved, with 14 of its 16 ‘sunset’ clauses now permanent.

Civil society has provided an important bulwark, particularly as groups
from across the political spectrum have criticised executive authority and the
provisions of the Patriot Act. In contrast to previous episodes where legis-
lation and policy was over-determined by national security, the internet has
been the site of a forensic analysis of law, state investigative practices and
surveillance. This to some extent links in with groups who (as in Western
Europe and Australasia) were already campaigning against the development
of surveillance.73 The campaigns by these groups were important in shelving
some legislative provisions such as The Total Information Awareness program.
Similarly media and civil society campaigns stymied the implementation of a
more robust airline passenger screening program CAPPS II (although others
are underway).74

With regard to the judicial branch, the judgement of Cole (regarding the
Supreme Court’s view of citizenship rights in the Hamdi case) was that it
exercised ‘an undertheorised and undefended emphasis.’ This can be applied
to Supreme Court judgements generally and the circuit courts (with certain
notable exceptions) have deferred to the executive, accepting either overtly or
implicitly the ‘war footing’ context of the issue at hand.75 In terms of criminal
investigation, structures of accountability centre on the courts where warrant
notification is required for covert activity. Despite ‘sneak and peek’ provisions
the subject has to be notified at some point and where s/he is notified as a
matter of course this can be challenged in the courts.
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State power and accountability in the UK

If the USA has seen civil society groups take the lead in propelling other
organs to ensure accountability, in the UK the (higher) courts have assumed a
prominent and proactive role; to critics this appears to confirm the ‘night-
mare’ of an active judiciary interfering in political matters via the ‘Tro-
jan horse’ of the Human Rights Act 1998. The House of Lords in partic-
ular has mounted a robust critique of government policy in decisions on
the indefinite detention of foreign terrorist suspects and the admissibility
of evidence gained via torture in hearings regarding foreign nationals sus-
pected of being terrorists. These decisions have relied not only on common
law but heavily on the Human Rights Act 1998,76 and it is an interesting
conjecture as to what the situation would have been in the absence of the
Act.

Parliament has played a role in blocking proposals for 90 days’ detention
for persons detained for suspected terrorist offences, although has deferred
to the executive in other areas. The media and civil society groups such as
Liberty have played a relatively muted role relative to these actors.

As with the USA a main issue is state surveillance. Prior to the peace
process in Northern Ireland a system of governance was being introduced to
regulate human and electronic surveillance.77 The Police Act 1997 was fol-
lowed by the comprehensive Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000,
which governs such surveillance. Whilst state surveillance expanded it was
more regulated than previously when security services were not even acknowl-
edged in law as existing and surveillance operations were not regulated78

However although now surveillance is undertaken on a statutory basis, ‘the
RIPA 2000 does not provide for a notification procedure whereby subjects are
notified following completion of the surveillance activity which inevitably
impacts on the effectiveness of any accountability structure’79 and in terms
if regulation this is done via bureaucratic rather than legislative accountabil-
ity via government appointed Intelligence and Surveillance Commissioners.
Public information on the full extent of surveillance is not available (see
above). With regard to dataveillance, despite the Data Protection Acts this
form of ‘net widening’80 is expanding rapidly and without public debate,
continuing a process already well established, since for example the UK is
covered by CCTV to a greater extent than any nation in Western Europe
and North America. A de facto national DNA database is being developed
and the government will be accessing private sector database information.
Overall there appears less scrutiny of surveillance than in USA which may
be connected to the more deferential and limited oversight of intelligence
generally.
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State power and non-citizens in the USA

State power has historically been focused more intensely on foreign nationals,
a pattern evident after 9/11. Foreign nationals entering the USA from selected
countries were required to register and have fingerprints and photographs,
extended to male foreign nationals already residing in the USA.81 The Pa-
triot Act provides a wider definition of terrorist activity for non citizens and
prohibits non-citizen support of a generously defined terrorist organisation.82

Under executive authority the system designating foreign individuals (and US
citizens) as unlawful combatants was followed by interrogation and seemingly
indefinite incarceration at Guantánamo. Following the decision in Rasul v
Bush 2004, Congress passed the Detainee Treatment Act, mentioned above,
neutralising habeas corpus claims by non citizen prisoners at Guantánamo.
The practice of extraordinary rendition has seen foreign individuals transferred
without proper legal process to third countries, allegedly for the purpose of
coercive interrogation.83 These actions require a clear conceptualisation of
state power: ‘Arguing against Guantánamo on the grounds of domestic law or
international obligations is like fighting against a naked tyrant by threatening
to remove his clothes.’ Indeed, actions such as Guantánamo demonstrate the
need not to rethink the nature of state power and international law but perhaps
to ‘think’ it in its original form. As Ross argues: ‘the real and true meaning
of law is as protection of the people. . .the citizens of the United States’ un-
dertaken by the sovereign, ‘the embodiment of this mixture of fact and right’
that is law.84

State power and non-citizens in the UK

Whilst non-citizens have not been subject to arrest, detention and questioning
in the numbers seen in the USA, those persons deemed by the executive to
be international terrorists and unable to be deported were, under Part 4 of the
Anti Terrorism Crime and Security Act 2001, held in indefinite detention. The
main form of accountability with regard to this ATCSA system was through
the Special Immigration Appeals Commission (SIAC) which ruled whether
detention was fair or whether bail should be granted. The split between in-
telligence and evidence was blurred (see Walker’s paper in this volume):
hearings were secret and employed special intelligence which could not be
properly examined by the accused individual or his security cleared counsel.
The system of accountability was confused. Lord Carlisle, the independent
reviewer, certified detentions as correct shortly before the Home Secretary
himself decided to release one individual and SIAC ruled to release another
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(see the cases of D and M85). Most importantly, the detention applied to for-
eign individuals was discriminatory – the House of Lords decided that either
no-one should be indefinitely detained or all UK citizens should be open to
it, leading to the replacement of indefinite detention by stringent house arrest
under the Prevention of Terrorism Act 2005, a process approved by a judge but
largely based on intelligence (see Walker). Where possible those under Con-
trol Orders are to be deported providing the receiving countries have signed
Memoranda of Understanding that these individuals will not be ill-treated, a
subject of some controversy. Elsewhere, the Extradition Act 2003 provides
for speedier extradition of suspects (including terrorists) and other powers
provide for the removal of citizenship (e.g from cleric Abu Hamza in 2004).

Conclusion

A comparative analysis of the post 9/11 period has demonstrated the varieties
of political, social and technical expressions of state power which exist, vari-
eties which cannot be fully captured by globalisation or international regime
theory, or on the state level by the framework of the shift from ‘sovereignty’
identified in late 1990s. Indeed, in the last year or so academics have begun to
clearly express concerns about the extent of state power, not its diffusion.86 In
policy circles, there has always been a limit to calls for the retreat of the state
in security as opposed to the economic sphere. However the stress is clear:
according to one analysis, ‘today, state and local law enforcement, public
health and emergency response personnel are on the front lines of detect-
ing and responding to terrorist threats, corporate managers are responsible
for securing key infrastructure such as energy supplies, chemical plants, and
telecommunications, and workers and neighborhood residents may hold in-
formation that can help prevent attacks’87 Similarly, ‘the formal hierarchical,
compartmentalised information strategies of the past need to be replaced with
a new architecture featuring flexible, decentralised networks of public and
private information providers, analysts and users.’88 These nebulous state-
ments symbolise the un-meetable demands that state authorities are expected
to satisfy. For these quotes to have any real world meaning, the United States
would have to be a permanent Panopticon, its citizens micropoints via which
surveillance is conducted, exchanged, analysed and acted on to prevent at-
tack. However, in practical terms, in the post 9/11 landscape in which the UK
and USA traverse, the state has clearly extended its power, and the prevailing
policy and political cycle calls for extensions of state power whether or not
more attacks take place.
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State power and accountability

In practical terms state power has expanded, as evidenced in new legislation,
bureaucratic expansion, surveillance capacity and data collection, policies
towards non-citizens residing in state territory, and especially the US case,
hard and soft power as applied to the citizens of other states territories. It ap-
pears that the development of policies regarding intelligence and investigation
constitutes a setback when compared to the situation from the 1970s, which
saw an increase in democratic accountability regarding state surveillance.89

However the USA has not been sucked back into a Hoover-Nixon dimension;
the expansion of state power since 9/11 has been subjected to democratic
debate and constraint by media and civil society groups and Congress. In
the UK democratic oversight of intelligence did not occur meaningfully until
the 1990s and remains characterised by bureaucratic oversight (see Phythian,
this volume). However the UK courts appear more activist than in the USA,
effectively hobbling certain parts of the government’s anti terror policy and
Parliament has proved vigorous at points. As Waddington points out, an ex-
pansion of state power does not represent in zero sum form a commensurate
loss in civil liberties i.e. that ‘the only fate that beckons is the slippery slope
into the abyss of authoritarian repression.’90 Whilst national security and se-
rious crimes function as constant exceptions to the legislative instruments
which contain citizens’ basic rights, the breadth of that exception is contested
ground.91 Further, the war on terror is subject to structures of accountability in
both nations which vary in vigour but they do constrain the state in the sense
that they require it to justify and rationalise its actions and provide scope for
civil society groups to critique state actions. Waddington is right to call for
a more nuanced account. However (1) civil society itself has varying effects
depending upon the strength of the effective ‘coalition’ of which it may be a
part (e.g. the capacity of civil society groups themselves and whether they can
influence parliament/Congress) and 2) following 9/11 civil society is reacting
to state proactivity.

Surveillance and state power

When examined numerically the numbers of citizens actually affected by the
exercise of state power appears to spread out in concentric circles; warrants
issued under the Patriot Act do not amount to over 50 in four years and 350
or so individuals have been charged with terrorist related offences; in the UK,
895 people have been charged with Terrorism Act offences with 23 convic-
tions so far; applications for surveillance are limited; although hundreds have
been affected by Terrorism Act stop and search powers used in demonstrations
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particularly. The stop and search of individuals of Asian appearance increased
in percentage terms but this amounted to less than 4,000 people across the
United Kingdom in 2003–04 with around 30,000 stopped overall. These are
not insignificant figures. However, even during the war on terror the citizen
in the UK or USA does not face state power to the physical or temporal
extent that citizens in Singapore or Japan do in their normal daily lives for
example.92 However two things are also clear: the state in the USA and UK
has created strong legislative controls which provide a deep reservoir of po-
tential power which might yet expand; and in the area of surveillance state
power already appears to be encroaching significantly on large numbers of
citizens.

Surveillance is not constant, nor is it uniformly efficient. The 9/11 attacks
demonstrate that surveillance/intelligence is not the panacea for the control
of deviance (the expansion of CCTV has not performed this role in the UK.
Evidence on its effectiveness is conflicting and there are innumerable ways in
which individuals and groups can subvert it). Surveillance brings with it infor-
mation overloads, and the reality that information is not seen as significant at
the time. Even the Department of Justice’s argument that intelligence sharing
needs to be facilitated in order to create a ‘mosaic’ on which the face of the
putative terrorist may be ‘seen’ does not convince when information may not
be shared properly, or recognised as important or not stored properly. The
image is not Orwell or the Panopticon; but one of bureaucratic sluggishness
and bounded capacity. However, this is not to argue that surveillance does
not constitute an increase in state power; rather that it must be grounded in
empirical analysis.93 Civil liberties groups such as the ACLU, EPIC, State-
watch, Liberty and Privacy International cogently argue that the expansion
of surveillance chills the activity of individuals through self censorship and
expands the perspective via which the state can decree certain activities as
suspicious or deviant. Citizens are placed under the constant gaze of techno-
logical apparatuses. The notion of algorithmic CCTV surveillance in which
faces are stored as individuals live their daily lives and processed via soft-
ware represents ‘silent technology’ – embedded and flexible and potentially
more intrusive.94 It may well be the case that innocent citizens are increas-
ingly brought into the web of state monitoring95 and the collection of ever
greater circles of data on individuals constitutes an important extension of
state power and constriction in individual autonomy. UK or US citizens as
mentioned, may not come into contact with intrusive state power on a regular
basis but dataveillance clearly constitutes ‘net widening’.96 Interestingly a
threat to civil liberties may also be the information gathered by private sec-
tor organisations (for marketing, consumer analysis and insurance purposes)
rather than the state per se,97 and net widening may be more sinister if the
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state requires access to this data. As mentioned, this is already occurring in
both jurisdictions.

State power and non-citizens

However in terms of non-citizens, not only do the numbers affected increase
but so does the intensity; in the UK under twenty individuals indefinitely
detained or under house arrest; others deported; approximately 5000 foreign
citizens in the US detained98 and over 650 detained at Guantánamo; many of
the 33,638 civilians reported killed since the Iraq war.99 Cole’s universalist
argument calls for an equality of rights between citizens and non-citizens,
but this analysis fails to take into account the well grounded historical de-
velopment of state power and citizenship:100 as states have expanded their
power, citizens rights and claims have expanded also, and states are more
wary of excessive interventions towards citizens. Non-citizens have faced
clear expressions of state power which have not been particularly bounded by
international regimes.

More state or less?

The manifestation of state power which has been evident following 9/11 in
the UK and USA forces us to rethink notions of democracy and sovereignty
and the fundamental nature of state power in the modern world.101 A recent
article on terrorism and criminology implies that current social theory in
the form of ‘risk’ or ‘governmentality’ cannot fully capture the post 9/11
landscape,102 arguing for example that Foucault places too much focus on
social structures of discipline rather than agent centered explanations. But the
critique can be rewound further: Foucault’s view of the state is insufficiently
centralised; this is of course the nature of Foucault’s work since he believes
‘power is never in anybody’s hands, never appropriated as a commodity or a
piece of wealth.’103 However the result is that Foucault’s ‘disciplinary society’
under-determines the heuristic principle of state power and politics, including
the juridical core of the nation state and the influence of national security.
The historically specific processes of the terminus of communism, the rise of
‘globalisation’ and the rise of consumerism, ‘play’ and the marketisation of life
provided fertile ground for the spread of poststructuralist ideas and the notion
of ‘the weak state’ or the ‘distanced state’ often as one disciplinary motor
amongst others or as itself dispersed. Central authority appeared to have lost
its importance in the life and identity of the citizen, generalised notions of risk
and insecurity were evident but to an extent ‘de-anchored’ from politics and
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security in the traditional sense. However historical time can move rapidly;104

in the period since 9/11 what appeared like archaic debates about state power,
civil liberties and the discourse and politics of national security are back on
the agenda.
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